
 

 

Overview 

The health crisis has had unusually broad and mostly unforeseeable ripple effects in 

Saudi Arabia, including 20-30% decline in oil demand, with resulting falls in oil prices and 

revenues; serious adverse impact on private sector activity, hampered by curfew and 

mobility restrictions; threats to individual and family employment and income, as 

business struggles in the wake of seriously impacted revenues; and the financial strain 

resulting from the fall in oil revenues coinciding with growing strain on national reserves 

to address all of these challenges.  

Case for Optimism? 

Columbia University energy expert Jason Bordoff predicts optimistically in Foreign 

Policy that the Kingdom will with time emerge a big winner, as low cost producer with 

excess capacity and potential to underprice marginal producers in Venezuela, Iran, Iraq, 

Nigeria and elsewhere, as storage fills, wells shut down and new projects are 

abandoned.  

Debt-to-GDP ratio at 24% remains low, and monetary and sovereign reserves at $474 

billion and $320 billion high. Oil reserves at 266 billion bbls, 16.15% of the global total, 

are second only to the U.S., with 221 years’ supply at current consumption.  

Rough Seas Ahead? 

On the other side of the ledger, heavy salary and crisis-related benefits commitments, 

including bank support and utility subsidies, will cost $32 billion from foreign reserves 

and more in new debt, with IMF predicting a 2.3% GDP drop vs. 3% worldwide. Debt-to-

GDP estimates have risen from 30% to 50%, and budget deficit to 13% of GDP, with 

credit rating shifting to negative per the Wall Street Journal. 
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While the riyal has been pegged to the dollar for decades, some have predicted either 

devaluation or abandonment of the peg, Financial Times, perhaps unlikely given the 

longterm commitment to currency stability and oil pricing in dollars.  

Amidst these positive and negative signals, official policy acknowledges that drastic 

adjustments will be required (citation to Finance Minister’s announcement), which could 

impact employment, salaries and infrastructure and gigaproject investments and 

timelines.  

Paradigm Shift? 

Less attention has been given to possible structural changes in oil markets, and an 

increasingly apparent shift from producer-managed to free market paradigms.  While the 

Kingdom has at times sacrificed market share as swing producer to the benefit of such 

arguably undeserving competitors as Venezuela, Iran, Iraq and Nigeria, the benefits to 

the Kingdom have been less clear; as low cost producer in a free market  would it not 

benefit most by maximizing market share, not to mention consumers? 

Problems with Predictions 

Given the novelty of the current crisis with adverse effects on mobility, shopping and 

work habits, retail closures, international supply chains and so much more, who could 

have predicted current strains on healthcare, high mortality, or seemingly middle if not 

longer term impact on air and surface travel? 

Even in better times, Yogi Berra warned that "it’s tough to make predictions, particularly 

about the future;" in such uncharted waters as these, they can be downright foolhardy.  

  

Covid-19 

• Status: Saudi Arabia has reported some 40,000 coronavirus cases and 239 

deaths (34 million population, 0.7% death rate vs 7% globally), and 

10,000+ recoveries. Some 1,700 new cases are being reported daily, notably 

in worker camps and Makkah, Medinah, Dammam and Jubail.  While 8-10% of 

tests return positive, 96% of allocated ICU beds remain unused.  

• MOH Compliance: The Ministry of Health (MoH) has inspected 55,000+ 

healthcare facilities, with monitoring crowding and cleanliness ongoing and 

fining violators. 

• Food Security: Saudi Arabia has budgeted SR2 billion to secure food supplies.  
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• ACT Accelerator: The Kingdom has contributed some $500 million to global 

coronavirus efforts, including through its G20 presidency an “Access to Covid-

19 Tools (ACT) Accelerator” designed to ''accelerate the development, 

production and access to he latest Covid-19 therapeutics, vaccines, and 

diagnostics.” 

• Ministry of Health: The MOH has launched a WhatsApp service allowing 

residents to communicate with the Ministry at 9200058937, and is accessible 

on its website by telephone, social media, email and instant chat. 

  

Government Aid 

• Austerity: Austerity measures imposed to deal with financial strain include 

include increasing the value-added tax (VAT) from 5% to 15% starting July 1, 

and suspending a monthly SR1,000 cost of living allowance to 1.5 million 

government employees. A government committee is reviewing salaries and 

benefits in new government entities. Some megaproject timelines will be 

extended, as spending is redirected to healthcare and private sector aid.  

• Private Sector: Support for SMEs and the private sector reportedly 

exceeds SR120 billion. 

• Vehicle Insurance: Insurance firms have automatically extended individuals' 

vehicle insurance by 2 months free of charge, 4 for vehicles bought between 

May 5 - June 6. 

• Industrial and Mining Sectors: Ministry of Industry and Mineral 

Resources initiatives to bolster the industrial and mining sectors include 

restructuring loans and fees, 30% electricity subsidies, and extending 

investment agreements.  

• Ramadan: SR1.85 billion in “Ramadan aid” will be disbursed to social security 

beneficiaries, including SR1,000 monthly to heads of household and SR500 to 

others. 

  

Curfew 

• Gatherings: Gatherings of 5+ or in malls and stores have been banned, 

enforced by a special police unit. 
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• Re-opening: Since the 24/7 curfew was partially lifted on April 26, some 

nonessential private sector offices have reopened with minimal staff and strict 

health precautions. A 5 p.m. - 9 a.m. curfew was imposed for April 26 - May 

13, while a ban on movement between provinces remains in effect and some 

areas remain fully locked down. 

o Regional: The Ministry of Interior 

has announced the reopening of the Al-Faisaliah and Al-Fadhliya 

neighborhoods in Al-Ahsa, Al Athir neighborhood in 

Dammam, Samtah and Al-Dayer governorates in Jazan, and Al-

Sherbat, Bani Dhafar, Qurban, Al-Jumuah, part of Al-Iskan, Bani 

Khudrah neighborhoods in Medina. Residents may leave their 

homes from 9 am to 5 pm, though other restrictions remain in place.  

• Exempted industries: See here. 

• Tawakkalna: The MoH and the Saudi Data and Artificial Intelligence Authority 

have launched a Tawakkalna smartphone app to apply for mobility permits, 

with limited success.  

• Penalties:  

o General: Penalties for violating precautionary measures include: 

 Private individuals and entities: SR1-100,000 fine 

and/or 1-12 months imprisonment + up to 6 months’ 

closure, doubled for repeat offenses. 

 Permit misuse: SR10-100,000 in fines and/or 1-12 

months imprisonment, and cancelation of permits. 

 Quarantine violations: SR200,000 and/or up to 2 years 

imprisonment, doubled for repeat offenses. 

 Deliberate transmission of infection: Up to SR500,000 

in fines and/or up to 5 years imprisonment. 

 Issuing fake/unnecessary permits: SR10-100,000 in 

fines and/or one to twelve months imprisonment, doubled 

for repeat offenses. 

 Spreading rumors: SR100,000-1,000,000 and/or one to 

five years imprisonment, doubled for repeat offenses. 
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 Expatriates who violate these rules will be deported and 

barred from re-entering the Kingdom.  

o Public gatherings: Penalties for public gatherings include: 

 Gatherings of more than one unrelated family: 

SR10,000 in fines. 

 Non-family gatherings in homes: SR15,000 in fines. 

 Gatherings for weddings, parties, seminars etc: 

SR30,000 in fines. 

 Worker gatherings in buildings under construction or 

rest houses: SR50,000 in fines. 

 Gatherings inside or outside stores beyond permitted 

numbers, either workers or customers: SR5,000 per 

person. 

 Repeat violations will incur double penalties and 3 months’ 

facility closure, redoubled for third time violations + referral 

to Public Prosecution. 

  

Employment / Corporate 

• Summary: For a summary of employment from earlier, newsletters please 

see here. 

• Private Sector Salary Reductions: The Ministry of Human Resources and 

Social Development (MHRSD) has clarified Labor Regulations force majeure 

provisions, allowing employers to reduce working hours and cut salaries by 

40% for up to 6 months. Termination is possible, given salary reductions, 6 

months’ passage since this was applied, exhaustion of accrued annual and 

exceptional leave (requires employee consent), crisis-related hardship and no 

government subsidies. Salary and working hour reductions must fall in parallel, 

with no limit on levels.  

• Flexible Work: The MHRSD has approved regulations for part time work for 

Saudis only, effective in July, as follows. 

o Part time employees of Saudi-owned companies will each be 

counted as ⅓ of a full-time Saudi employee for Nitaqat purposes, 
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and registered in the General Organization for Social Insurance 

(GOSI) as part time workers.  

o While no probation, annual leave, occasional leaves, or sick leave is 

required, part time employees will be registered with the GOSI 

pension program.  

o Part time employees receive “flexible contract” hourly wages, 

payable monthly or as the parties agree.  

o Part time employees may not be required to work for more than 95 

hours / month for a single employer, and may accept or refuse any 

work. 

o Contracts will be electronic and definite term specifying hourly wage 

and duty hours, which the parties may specify or amend by 

agreement. 

o A part time worker must be registered in an official MHRSD website.  

o Claims under “part time” or “flexible” contracts may be referred to the 

labor courts. 

• Shops: To reduce cash transactions and combat virus contagion, the National 

Program for Combating Commercial Cover-up (Tasattur) requires grocery and 

general stores to implement e-payment systems by May 10. 

  

Government Agencies 

• MISA (Ministry of Investment): Existing foreign investors are currently able to 

renew and amend investment licenses online, with some response delays for 

technical issues. 

• Jawazat (Passport Office): While the Muqeem and Absher online platforms are 

working normally, we have faced technical difficulties and not been able to 

renew passports. In an instance where information was entered incorrectly at 

the border, we were unable to extend or renew a visit visa or obtain effective 

support.  

• Ministry of Human Resources and Social Development: Online systems are 

working normally for existing employee services such 

as iqama renewal, sponsorship transfer, expatriate repatriation and filing new 
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labor cases, though new cases are not being accepted. Ajeer services are 

available in all sectors. Most fines and violations have been suspended for the 

coming three months.    

• GOSI: While GOSI is often unresponsive via phone and no in-person 

appointments are accepted, online services including Saned are working 

properly. 

• Ministry of Commerce: Online services for local investors are working normally, 

though not always for foreign investors, including commercial registration 

renewals, signing of restated Articles of Association, issuance of powers of 

attorney based on foreign powers. 

• Chamber of Commerce (CoC): While online attestation and general services 

are working normally, signing and attestation of shareholders' resolutions 

based on powers of attorney are not, and in-person attestation services have 

been suspended.   

 

Visas/Repatriation 

• Summary: For summary of visa issues from previous newsletters, please 

see here. 

• Repatriation of Saudis: Flights returning Saudis from Europe and Asia 

are accelerating.  

o Precautions: Returnees face strict health precautions, including a 

12-step airport process managed from airport operation 

rooms including thermal scanning and sterilization, followed by 

quarantines in guesthouses. 

• Awdah initiative: The Awdah initiative allows holders of exit and re-entry, final 

exit, tourist, and visit visas to return home by registering on the Absher 

platform via flights to France, the UK, India, and Pakistan and elsewhere. 

o Expatriate Exodus: The crisis has left many of the GCC’s 35 million 

expatriate residents stranded without safety nets, with the prospect 

of significant attrition of professionals and others with potentially 

adverse economic consequences. 

  

Courts  
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• Hearings: The General Secretariat of the Banking and Finance 

Committees announced remote insurance, banking and finance claims 

services, rescheduling adjourned hearings.  

• Liquidations: The Ministry of Justice has launched an auction platform for 

liquidations and sales ordered by judicial, governmental, or private entities. 

• Furijat: The General Directorate of Prisons has launched an updated version of 

its Furijat service on the Ministry of Interior Absher portal, receiving some 

SR2.8 million in confidential contributions for 280 eligible Saudis. 

  

Economy  

• Summary: Saudi Arabia has responded to economic challenges of the dual oil 

and Covid-19 shocks with relief and austerity measures, reportedly considering 

reducing spending from SR240 billion to SR143 billion; for USSABC report, 

see here. 

o Q1: The Q1 budget deficit was SR34.1 billion ($9.1 billion), total 

revenues fell 21.7% to SR192.1 billion ($51.2 billion), and 

expenditures rose 4% to SR226.2 billion ($60.3 billion). Oil revenues 

declined 24%, while non-oil revenues fell 17%. Assets fell 5.2% to 

SR1.8 trillion ($473.4 billion), down from SR1.9 trillion ($499.5 

billion) in the previous quarter. Foreign investment, 63.7% of total, 

fell 6%, while foreign currency and deposits abroad, 34% of total, fell 

4%.  

• Tadawul: The April 2020 stock market report as released shows SR95.59 billion 

in shares traded, down 18.25%, while capitalization grew 5.86% to SR8,005.42 

billion, owned 97.5% by Saudis, 0.46% by GCC nationals, and 2.04% by 

foreign investors. 

• Dollar Peg: The Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority (SAMA) has affirmed its 

commitment to peg the Saudi Riyal to the U.S. Dollar at SR3.75 per $1. 

• Hollywood: Following its procurement of a 5.7% stake in Live Nation, the PIF is 

allegedly seeking to increase its Hollywood investments. 

• Technology: According to the Ministry of Communication, Saudiization in the 

technology sector stands at 52%, 21% women. The Ministry hopes to boost 
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technology investment and training, creating 20,000 technology jobs, with 50% 

growth in its technology sector contributing SR50 billion over five years. 

o 5G: The Kingdom ranks 10th globally in internet speed thanks to 

widespread deployment of 5G technology, with 7,000 5G towers and 

fiber optic in 3 million homes. 

• Mining: The Minister of Industry and Mineral Resources stated that the mining 

industry could generate 219,000 new jobs and contribute SR240 billion ($64 

billion) to GDP by 2030, as the Kingdom expands mining operations to balance 

its oil dependence. 

• SABIC: The Saudi Arabian Basic Industries Corporation announced $253 million 

in Q1 losses, and plans to cut capital expenditure 20% and defer non-priority 

projects. 

o Aramco: Aramco seeks to restructure its $69.1 billion agreement 

to acquire a 70% interest in SABIC.  

o Batteries: SABIC is partnering with SCHMID Group and the Riwaq 

Industrial Development Company to build a world-leading battery 

factory in the Dammam 3rd Industrial City, scheduled for completion 

in 2021, to support 57.5 GW of planned renewable energy by 2030. 

• Food: The Kingdom has allocated SR2 billion ($533 million) to secure rice, 

sugar, soybean and corn imports. 

• Oil: Prices stand at $26.56 pbb for Saudi oil, and $24.17 pbb for West Texas 

Intermediate. 

o Market Share: Saudi Arabia has seen signs of early success in its 

recent oil policies, reducing prices for Asian markets. In April the 

Kingdom doubled crude exports to China, exported more oil to the 

U.S. than it has since August 2018, and became India’s top oil 

supplier. According to reports, Saudi Arabia may increase prices in 

June. 

o Production cuts: Under the recent OPEC+ agreement, Saudi 

Arabia will reduce oil production by 23% to 8.5 million bpd over two 

months. Analysts expect lower gas production and reduced 

domestic oil demand. The Kingdom has slashed fuel prices, with 
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gasoline 91 priced at SR0.67 / liter and gasoline 95 at SR0.82 / liter, 

down from SR1.31 and SR1.47. 

 

GCC 

• Qatar: Qatar Airways is planning “substantial” cuts to its 46,700 employees, and 

will likely seek government aid. The airline has continued operations, 

maintaining service to 30 destinations, with plans to expand this to 80.  

• Kuwait: A full curfew was imposed Sunday across Kuwait, through May 30, while 

allowing unlawful residents to leave the country. Residents may leave home 

for exercise from 4:30-6:30 pm, but cannot drive. 

• UAE: Executives of Etihad and Emirates do not expect air travel demand to fully 

recover until 2023, discontinuing most operations in March with limited 

repatriation flights. Dubai hopes to reopen to tourism in July; see here for flight 

schedule.  

o Food and beverage: A report indicates 40-50% of UAE restaurants 

may close. 

• Bahrain: Bahrain may seek loans from other GCC countries, facing “junk” credit 

rating from most major ratings agencies, and already benefiting from a 5-year 

$10 billion aid package from Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the UAE. Bahrain 

launched a $11 billion stimulus package in March, including $570 million for 

private sector salaries. 

• Restrictions: Some Middle Eastern economies are starting to reopen, including 

Egypt, Lebanon, Iran, and Tunisia. 

• Islamic Finance: The UAE has launched an initiative for a unified global 

legislative framework for Islamic finance.  

  

Geopolitical 

• Yemen: The UN Security Council called for a ceasefire in Yemen, following a 

surge in coronavirus cases. Fighting continued, as a major Houthi rebel 

commander was killed Thursday. Saudi forces meanwhile withdrew 

from Socotra, with the breakaway Southern Transitional Council (STC) poised 

to take over.  
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• Iran: The United States removed two patriot missile batteries and some fighter 

aircraft from Saudi Arabia, leaving additional American batteries, air defense 

systems, and fighter jets, as the US repositions assets to the Asia-Pacific 

region and may see Iran as less of a threat. Saudi Arabia and the US have 

reaffirmed their defense commitments. 

  

Other 

• Religious freedom: Saudi Arabia’s Human Rights Commission affirmed the right 

of residents to practice their own religions in their homes.  

• Vehicle insurance: SAMA has extended all vehicle insurance by two months, 

and two months for vehicles purchased between May 8 - June 6, 2020.  

  

Resources 

• Previous newsletters 

• Force Majeure 

• New Commercial Courts Law 

• New Procurement Law Implementing Regulations 

• Ministry of Health dashboard 

• Chamber of Commerce Global Policy Dashboard 

• Ministry of Investment Guide to Business Continuity 

• US Embassy in Saudi Arabia 

• US State Department travel information 

 

 

We will be happy to provide more specific advice in the context of particular 

circumstances, concerns, and priorities; please let us know. 

Christopher H. Johnson, Managing Attorney 
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Disclaimer: While the above information was gathered from sources believed to be accurate at the time, we 

cannot be responsible for errors due to human or technical error.  
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